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In an &oIt to develop dmmstic so- of energy, a number of passes to 
wnv~coaltodeanfueishweta?eninvestig~ APductsofthesepwe5esspan 
the renge h m  dean awl substitutes to synthetic uude oil, to synthetic nahual gas. 
Sme of these after d u l  operation in the laboratory, me now opemtmg 
on a plot @ant soale to d e m  the feasibjlity of further d e  up. These plot plants 
range in e t y  fmm 1/1000 to 1/10 of that pjected for commemial opexation[l] 
At the plot plant sale, p b l e m  areas which am generic to the convdon process b e  
corn to hght These pMem areas include; hmdhg of h@ly abreaive dumes, bee 
phase heat W e r ,  bgh tempe-, bgh pre- coal fee-, and hgh p s s m  
slmy letdown. 
In h . s  n p t t  the problerns ~ssociated with high pn- sluny letdown fmm 
the reactor/&solver to the fractionating section wiU be discwed The operahng expen- 
ence and the -nt state of the art for hgh pressure letibwn valves in the coal 
comeTsion industry and the proms rndustrJI will be examine& Also, the a>rmnonly 
used valve sizing tecbniqyes will be exambed in relation to the problem of sizing for 
hgh psure letdown A surmoary of the imtmmentzdion needed to monitor the let- 
down - for valve development, and ultim&ly for process mntml, is also 
induded. 
11. BACKGROUND 
TYPICAL SLURRY LETDOW CONDITIONS 
High pmmm letdown of a b@dy ebmive, hgh tmpmhm duny is a gen- 
eric nqirem& of the tmal conversion process The SRC I1 (Solvent Ref3ned Coal), 
H-coal, and EDS (Exxon D omr Solvent) liquef&n pmceses all require letdown sys- 
tena q a b l e  of contzr,llmg the flow of a coal/asksolvent slwy. Ternpemhms range 
from 5M1F to 900F with pmssms of 2000 psi to CjOOO psi let down to new airnos 
phenc. [2] Smilar letdown qyimrnenb are quoted by H a W  et al in a survey of let- 
down valve waikbility.[3] A s an example, letdown valve sexvice conditions for one 
stage of a multi-stage slurry letdown system am given in table 11.1. 
Letdown valves used in the convemion pmass ge&y hnzction as control 
valves. Types of letdown w n b l  valves used include Merential peesure control, pres- 
sum blow&m and sluny tank level mntrals[3] TThe valve styles that M e  been used 
for letdown m t m l  indude the globe, the angle, and the oil field choke valve. 
M odifbd oil-field &oke valves and angle valves have hed the gmbst success in pilot 
plant operation[3] Valves used in these applications at the pilot plant level hame been 
one- or twcruuk size.[l] 
11.2 EXPERIENCE IN PILOT PLANTS 
11.2.1 Erosion 
The lack of debility of system compomts in the plot plants is due, pri- 
n d y ,  to their inability to &st erosion from flowing coal/&- solvent dunies.[4] 
Two qqmxhes are available to combat the effects of emdon. Either sulfident mabial 
is provided s u d ~  that the ability of the component tr, function LS not bde& by em- 
sive lasses over a mrmal lifetime, or steps must be t&m to prevent msion.[5] Both 
WCS have been used with limited sums. Valves have been conshucted with 
EEICK&I~~ w e t  plugs whi& are allowed to erode, thereby dissipabng the kinehc energy 
of the @des in the st~ana[6][5] Figum II. 1 is a letdown valve used in the Louisi- 
ana M 0 l3e@us pilot plant. This valve was designed to hmdle a one step pmsme let- 
down of 10,300 psi. Under these conditions valve Me was a p p m d y  three days [6] 
At;tezI.lpts at miudag erosion have also been made. Streaanline flow valves 
have bear Wed with some degree of surr?ess..[8] One of the more common attempts at 
redudng erpson has bear the installaon of hatd face trim in standard valve bodies.131 
In geneml, standaxd valve trim xnahlials b e  provided unsatisfacZoxy service, some 
ope* as little ps a few hours in the brghly emive emironrnent [a] Replacement of 
&admi W m  with tungsten d d e  tnm has g W y  inaeased Me under these condi- 
tions, but peformance is still short of that d&red for e o m m e d  plants (2.5 
yesns).[6][9] A tabulation of valve trim life in four pilot plants is plresented in table 
11.2. 
Recently, en attempt has been made tD test candidate materials' msion mis~ 
trmce using actual letdown p w l b  from a SRC pilot pht[4][10] In these tests an 
ef!ort wzs made to provide a letdown condition shndar to that encountered in adud let- 
down service. Samples tested in i n s  h i s r  showed equivalent emdon to that expen- 
e n .  when a free jet of: the same Aow rate and velocity imphjy?d on a sample at an 
angle of 20 degrees. Data was also taken us~ng ash-free anthmcene oil to determint3 
whether CaviWn dects could amount for a prominent portion of the emdon. It was 
found that emdon was negligible, indicating that the pmence of the cod ash is the pli- 
may factor in the emsive behcrvior of the sluny. 
Hlgh te- also psent  a pmblem in letdown system design 
D ~ t i e s o o c w r b o t h ~ t o t h e n a i t u t . F ! o f t h e s l u n y & ~ ~ ~ ,  andmechan- 
id problems Letdown tempemhms are genedly gmkr than the normal b o r n  
point of many comp0mn.b in the stream. This leads to ifieshk~g of the slurry within the 
valve dunng p r e m  mduction[Q] Also, in some pmcesses, the letdown stream 
opendm near the colung tmpmbm. Problems may occur if large conglomerates of 
coke form in the stream, plugging pipes and valves. [3] 
M e c h a n k d  problems stem from degmhbon of material properties and 
diffemntial thermal expansion The strength of & materids used in the manufacture 
of valves is reduced at high t e r n p e m .  This effect has completely eliminated the use 
of some materials in the letdown system.[ll] A ho, the resistance to erosion/comsion 
of mst valve body and trim materials has been found to decrease with increasing tern- 
pemhm.[4] Problems with d8erent-d the& expansion W e  been so severe in some 
cases as to prevent valve operation [12] 
n TABLE 11.1 
SLURRY LETDOWN VALVE SEXVICE CONDITIONS 
SCR-I1 PROCESS FIRST STAGE PRESWRE LETDOWN [ 
0- Tempe- 
Inlet I%SSUE 
OlNetPrPssure 
Inlet Size 
Normal Flow Rate 
Flow Tumdown Ratio 
mto8000F 
2,000 psig 
460 psig 
W m a x  
1,300 gpm 
21 
11 Outlet Conditions I 
Vapor 
Flow 
Density 
! Liquid 
Flow 
Density 
Solids 
Pemmt Solids . 
T Y P ~  
I 
1,250 gpm 
67 lbrn/f@ 
22.8 
Ash andUnh.ea;tedCrral 
W e@t Percent 
1 to 3 during lifetime 
, 0.5 
2 
2 
10 
15 
35 
21 
11 
e 4 
i 
TABLE 11.2 
COMPARISON OF TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TRIM WITH TRIM SUPPLIED 
W ITH STOCK VALVE [9] 
&ces P r e m  Tempemtun+ Onginal trim Tungsten carbide 
&P (psi) (O F) life (hr) trim life (p) 
a n b e  600 670 72 770 
HYGAS 1000 180 144 2000 
SRC-I 1500 625750 un~atisfi~A~ry 4000 
SRC-I1 1000 400-650 unsatisf-ry 2000 
4- 
Drawing of a Manual 
H & J ~  Pressure Letdown Valve 
from Louisiana, Mo. [6] 
111. CURRENT TECHNOLOGY / EZATE-05'-THE-ART 
A n  &mpt is mde here to the w f - t h e - &  in high pmsme let- 
down valves from a ditlereat p d c  of view. In the pest state of-theart surveys have 
o~nsisted mainly of detailed a ~ e ~ u n t s  of individual valve petformam in the various 
pilot plants.[1][3] In this =port posiMe l e t d m  valve types are gene&dly deasified, 
The perfonname and potential of the various generic cprrupj. is then examined. The 
objective is a gt'eater overall undemtmdhg of the mailable altemdives. 
111.1 GENERIC CLASSIFICATION 
All paixsive letdown valves operate on a common pimiple, that is, the w m e r  
don of potatid -, s t o d  as a d t  of the fluid diffemrdial pmssure, into heat 
The methods employed in this conversion pocess may be used to provide a generic 
dessification system for letdown valves. The generic categories to be used a: 1) Skin 
fridion, 2) Jet formation 3) Contmlled vortex formation 4) Tortuous path, and 5) 
C b k e d  flow. The final genetic class, choked flow, is not so desuiptive of the means of 
dissip&on as it is of a means of control. It is included here since devices e o y i n g  
this method of control err? not dequately -bed by the other da&fk&ons Active 
devices, such as tutthes, in which energy is movered fmm the process stream, have 
not been explored. 
Very few valves in use may be said to fall in just one group, but most may be 
dessified by their principle means of dissipation The da&Wiom are deftned ES fol- 
low= 
1) Skin friction: Skin friction devices RIE those which rely on a shear f o m  
between the fluid and a f3xed b o w  to dissipate energy. These devices generally 
employ 1-e d a c e  areas in contad with ~latively low velocity fluid 
2) Jet formation: Jet f omation devices m those which employ the f onmiion 
of a free jet, or a number of jets, to dkipate energy. Hgher velocities m employed in 
these devices. Energy is converted from potential, to hetic,  and then d m p k d  by 
fluid shear in the body of the fluid 
3) Conblled vortex formation: Voftex devices are those which mpart m h  
tion (angular momentum) to the fluid and then dissipate energy thmugh hlgh sheer 
mtes induced by the destmdion of this momentum A s  in the aase of the pfevious 
p u p ,  dissipation ocaus in the body of the fluid. 
4) Tortclous path: To~t~mus path devices are those which dissipate en- 
through many sudden changes in direchon Jet folmation is prevented by the presence 
of o ~ o a s  
5) Choked flow: Choked flow devices are those which rely on the choking of a 
node or orifice to control flow. These devices me independent of downstream p m  
sure. 
111.1.1 Skin Friction 
Skin friction devices W e  several fsmorable cbmc&i&cs when used for 
hgkpressure letdown Skin friction allows the dissipahon of energy without hgh 
velocities The absence of local hgh velocities lessens- erosion pmblems, and tends to 
redm &tation caused by local low pmxmms. Another benefit of skin-friction throt- 
tling is that the fluid velocity m d  to the surface is kept quite mall, mbhbing the 
IlIIPiY;t angle and velocity of entmined palides[l3] 
One p b l e m  inheixnt in skin fridion t h r o w  is the Large area aequkd for 
signiAcant pmmm miudions at low fluid velocities. If this area is formed by a large 
number of pdld p t h s  hztplng a small hydmuhc diameter, plugging may be a problem 
when solids arr! entrained in the fluid Entrained pat~des  present f e e r  problems due 
to abrasion 
A novel iqpwch to the control of fluid flow by the use of skin friction is the 
"silent valve". A s  shown in f@m 111.1, the control element of the valve consists of a 
qdmdnsl elastomer plug having a Ierge nunber of paailel pasages, through which 
fluid must Plow. The fluid flow is ontrolled by varying the diameter of the passages in 
the plug by mmpressing it with a angle-* hydtmhc cylinder. 
P r e m  reduction is accomshed through two p m ~ s ;  skin fiction in the 
pasage, and jet fonnaiion at the passage outlet. The relafive magnitudes of the two 
effects may be seen by a sunple cornpanson. Assuming Wulent  flow the components 
of the pssure drop are: 
where G is the head loss coefRrient (C,S l), p is the fluid density, V is the 
mean fluid velaity, f is the Darcy friction f&r, 1 is the prssage length, and d is the 
1 p m q e  diameter. Thus. the pmsme dmp is do- by skin hidion loses for 2 
sutliciently l q e .  
111.1.2 Jet Formation 
Jet formation is the most common mode of energy dissipation used in t h t -  
tling valves. Valves employing jet formation include., the commPn gLobe, the angle, the 
buUeIAy, and the ball valve. The simple orifice -on also employs this principle. 
Jet formafion mquims the axeleration of low velocity fluid to a hrgher velo- 
city. The energy q u h d  to accelexate the fluid is acquimd tbmugh the reduction of 
static pressure in accordance with the Bernoulli -on. 
The fluid is then decelerated, convertmg some of the kinetic energy into a 
sWic preimm rise, while the mmainder is dissipated as heat Two important cham- 
M a  of *Uling by jet formation indicated above. The mrndmum amount of 
energy which may be dissipated in one stage is e@ to the kinetic energy of the fhid 
in the jet Secondly, the static pmssu~  in the jet is generally lower than the valve 
outlet ~TSUE. Both of these t3mact~Wcs pose problems in high presrmre letdown 
valves. 
Leage pressure reductions, mqyh  the jet to possess a large munt of kinetic 
energyl implying that high veldties must exist within the valve. The pmblem of em- 
don under these mnditions becpmes very serious when an abrasive slmy is thmttled 
Erosion problems become so severe in globe valves that their use is not recommended 
for highly abrasive sluny service. [I 11 
CERitation induced by low pres- within the vdve may also cause consider 
able erosive -e. In an &ort to reduce damage caused by &tation two tech- 
nicpes have been d [ 1 4 ]  The Arst method is the elidnation of mitation by t&ng 
the pnessure drop in stages so that lower kinetic energy jets are mpmd at each stage. 
This method also reduces erosion due to ab-e slurries. Examples of multi-stage 
valve tnm d e w  which employ jet formation are shown in flgwe 111.2. 
The second method is to mnfir;e cavitation to the bulk of the fluid, may from 
walls where damage mght occur. Examples of this appmach are the use of diametxi- 
d y  opposed jets which im@nge on one anothe<l4], and the discharge of an angle 
valve into a vesrrel, using the l q e  mass of fluid to "abso&' the energy.[l4] 
Erosion damage due to abmive slunies may also be reduced in these valves 
by the use of streamlined valve bodies.[B] Erosion problems in this m e ,  may also 
o m  in downsham piping due to high exit veloaties. Figure 111.3 depicts an experi- 
mental s t r e e d  angle valve used in the ED S pilot plant 
111.1.3 Controlled Vortex Formation 
Devices using controlled vortex formation as a mans of energy diepation am 
the rotational analogue of jet formation devices. In controlled vortex formation dev- 
ices, axlguiar momentum is aeated and destroyed as a mans of energy dkipabon. 
Important Werences between the two categories involve the depende~lce of 
angular momentum on the radius from the center of rotation and ladial pressure g m  
dents due to centzifugal f om.  
One use of controlled vo&x formation to regulate fbw in high pressure let- 
down has been in a boiler feed water pump bypass valve.[ll] A picture of this type of 
valve is shown in f@m 111.4. In this appliaaiion the valve was de@ as a multi- 
stage unit Fixed vanes located in an annular fiow passage impart rotation to the fluid 
within each stage. A s  the fluid passes from one stage to the next the fbw rotation is 
reversed, inducing hgh shear rates to dissipak energy. This type of valve pexforms 
well in flows which tend to d t a t e  since vapor bubMes are kept may fmm the outer 
waU by the mdial p m u m  gradient[ll] 
A Wdic device which xrq be used for flow conhl is the "vortex 
valve1'.[15][16] The vortex valve re-s no movlng parts in the main flwd stmatn, 
only the control atream need be mekrd  A &matic diagram of a vortex valve is 
shown in f@m 111.5. In the vdve shown, fluid enters mund the periphery of a 
c@indncal chamber, The entering flud is divided into two streams; the main stream 
enbm ladielly toward the center, while the m n b l  stream is injected tangentrally. The 
fbw rate of the control stream determines the rotation late of the fluid w i h n  the 
chnber. The mtation of the f3Ad produces a d a l  pressure &ent controlkg the 
fluid flow rate in the main stream An outlet is pronded at the center of the vortex 
chePnber to di-e the low pressure flud 
Energy is dissipabd by high shear rabs gebwated as fiuid is fomd to follow 
an inwardly sip- path These high shear foms occur due to the principle of mn- 
ma t ion  of angular mmezltum, which wryires the angular velocity to increase as fluid 
trenrels toward the center of rotation in the absence of external torques. 
The qphrstion of vo*x valves t~ fluids tontming suspnded solids may 
present p M e m  if the solids are more dense than the liwd Rabl pressure m e r i t s  
may tend to encourage phase sepambon 
Globe or angle valves with t o m u s  path type ttim are often used when cavita- 
tion is antiapated[l7] The dissipation mechanism used is that of snail scale tur 
bulence. Each ijn~~ tfie fluid direction is fomd to change, turbulence is generated 
locally. The to-us path device, in the limit effectively becomes a porous plug. 
A p b l e m  arises in the use of tortuous path valve trim when solids are 
present in the fluid Small passages in the tnm are easily plugged eventually leadmg to 
valve blockage. For this reason tortuous-path type devices are genedy mt considered 
acceptable for sluny letdown 
D evices whth operate on the pnnuple of thoked ADH; are of ten used in Qh- 
pressure letdowa[l?] Choked or "cnQdt  flow is not a *enomenon which is deter- 
mined solely by the valve geometry, as are the other dasiifldons Cham 1s a 
phenomenon rsswated mth the flud For &us reason valves usng dmkmg as a 
miam of a n b 1  must be de+ for a parhcular proess. 
The oil-fleld choke valve has been used for hgh pmsure letdown of two- 
phase ffuids in the oil industry. The od-field choke valve is dxmxhrized by a long 
tube commonly r e f e d  to as a "choke". The choke is made long enough so that the 
uitid flow andition is independent of small &ages in choke length. The diameter 
of the choke determines the flux for any @ven upstream -on conditions. Also 
mailable are variable choke valves in which a mans of throtthg is provided at the 
choke entrance. A variable oil-field choke valve is shown in figure 111.6. It should be 
noted tisat the choke acts as a jet-formation d e v a  when the outlet p-eswe is to hgh 
to allow uiticel flow. 
Some gtYenteges of the choke valve m its simple desig~ end relahvely hgh 
miishum to daPnage from entrained solids [l?] Chokes are usually ananged to 
&sdxqe into a downsheam nxeiver to dissipate the hgh disdxqe kinetic energy. 
A method which has been suggested for high-pressure letdown of an msive 
dlnry is the use of a number of Axed cSlalces.[l?] Ths  concept involves the use of a 
number of chokes operatLng in parallel. Each choke is equipped wrth an on-off valve 
upW%m allowing it to operate in either a full-on or full-off condition This method 
has the advmtage of e h x d i n g  moving pa& near the choke which are subject to 
local velocities resultmg in enxion damage 
By simg the chokes such that each successive choke hame twice the flow as 
the last equal increments of flow rnay be o&ned. In such a system having n chokes 
there are 2" disaete opembng points and a turndown ratio of 2"-1. This type of sys 
tem, being "drgrtal'' in nature, is especially suited to complter mnttpl. 
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Abrasive and cavitation erosion 
in  high pressure drop liquid ser- C\ 1 . vice are practicallv eliminated /-I in this valve design which re- 
d u c e  pressure in multiple small 
steps thus maintaining much 
lower velocity than conventional 
valves. Convantional single plug 
orifice valves exhibit an evarape 
velocity haad loss coefficient 
of 0.8 whereas this design hes 
a I( value of 20 due to the 
continuous turns the fluid. is 
subject to when passing 
through. (Head loss H = V2 I 2 9  
Each port of the plug sees only 
5% of  the pressure drop ax- 
perienced In a conventional 
valve. The throttling process is 
nearly identical to  a constant 
enthalpv flow with friction much 
like pressure drop t n  a lonqpipe 
line. Lono auldina is rastricted 
t o  4 corna?s of <he circumfer- 
ence which prevents iamrning 
when flowing parttcle entrained 
liquids. Working pressures 
range t o  6000 psi in sizes 112 
to  2". Flow caoatitv is 11 16 
to  114 that of b conventional 
low prosure drop valve. Available in 
WE soh n o t  daign for droo tight 
shutoff. 
(b) Cascade Flow COuHeSV 
Rastricting Orifices Mason.il.n International, Inc. 

(a) Turbo-cascade* Control Valve 
Fluid vortexes are produced within each stage 
which may take up t o  1000 psi pressure drop. 
Fluid is turned 90' as it passes through the 
flutes from one stage t o  the next. and flutes 
spiraling wound the plug force fluid against 
the containment wall by centrifugal force. Cavi- 
tation vapor bubbles tend t o  remain i n  the main 
stream away from the wells since they are 
lighter than the fluid. This design has been ap. 
plied t o  regulating boiler feed water pump by- 
pass. 
113.5 SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE 
VORTEX VALVE [ls] 
Hg'II.6 , \iillis !I-2 VZZ-;~ c~~~~~~~~~~~ 2.7 t : ~ / x ~ ~  ~ i x  ?r51 
. - C - 2 . ) .  Source: S ,  O. Cazr.2n 223 0. D. D-:x233, F'1Zt:2 ; L q $ 3 ~ ~ 2 ? i ~ z ?  (25 ; , -L : j  
;':,~:$i:si.:::! Pz.s?t 1;":z3d fins@ 2 2 a ~ 3 { ~ 2 ~  &p>tc3, czg-tZzf;-f'J9 z E 3  zf.,.-;;$ 
C : ~ ? . z n y ,  Jcna 1973. [a] 
IV. CONTROL VALVE SIZING MEl'HODS 
To qpmdate the capabilities and limiWom of today's control valve sizing 
methods, it is massaty to examine the pmnises on which they are based. The sizing 
equations commonly used for control valves are based on en analogy between a control 
valve and an o~ifke.[ll] The $zing formulas consist of the w o n  for fiow through 
an oritice modified by a stzing of multiplidve factow. These f&m indude an exper 
imentdy debmined valve coeBdenti Cw and empitically d e w  modifiers to 
conect for Aow regime.[18] 
IV. 1 SINGLE-PHA SE F'LOW 
Valve sizing foimulas for single phase fiuid fbw are r e d y  available in the 
valve indmtzy, The ISA (Ins&ument Society of America) has published a set of stan- 
dards for o n h l  valve sizing sngle phase Aow.[19][20] The sizing formulas presented 
in these standads wil l  be examined here. 
IV.1.1.1 Turbulent f h  
In turbulent Aow, the capdty of a valve is detemined by a angle experimen- 
tally determined coefbient called the valve aAE!cent G. The ecpaiion mlafing the 
A o w t o t h e ~ d m p i s :  
w h e ~  w is the mass Aow rate of fluid through the valve, N is a dimensional 
constant to sccount for units, A P  is the pmsm 10s: m s s  the valve, and y is the 
spasfic weight of the fluid at the valve inlet. 
A t low Reynolds numbers the valve coement is no longer c o m t  [I81 To 
~ocount for ahis effect a Reynolds number co&on is intmduced This comdion fae 
tor is applied to appmpriately &me the valve coefficient for use in equation (1). An 
empitically developed comction a w e  is provided in the stamid to detenrdne the 
mn=ection to the valve mement  for a given Reynolds number. In an attempt to 
amount for xmchniaal dis&rdarity, a 'kalve m e  modifier" has been introd& to 
come% the Reynolds number. One aitiusrn of this r n e W  is that the shape of the 
a w e  is not allowed to vary with valve type.[lB] The dependam of the Reynolds 
Nnnber correction f&r does appear to be asymptotically correct in that it predicts a 
linear relatiomhp between fbw and presrmre drop at low Reynolds numbers 
Another problem encountenxi in valves for laminar fbw is that of non- 
Newtonian behavior. In pmhce, low Reynolds numbem are generally enountered due 
to exlmnely hgh viscosities. However, many liquids which exhibit viscosities also 
exhibit -Newtonian behavior. [lo] 
IV. 1.2 Con-qmssible Flow 
Smg control valves for compmsible b w  service is based on the same orifice 
rnodel as used in the incoHlp.essible case, the only albmtion being the admission of 
compressibility.[lS] The sizing relation for compmsiMe flow thmugh a valve is gen- 
e d y  mtten as: 
w = N. c, Y*=, (2) [I  I] 
where Y is the expansion factor, PI is the inlet presseue to the valve, ane% z is 
AP d e w  as -. It should be noted that if a value of unity is assigned tc Y; equahons 
PI 
(1) and (2) a& identical. 
The expansion f b r ,  Y, may be dculated e m y  for vent.utis and flow noz- 
zles. [l9] The value of Y is known to depend only on the isentmpic exponent k, and 
the presrmre drop ratio, z, in these cases. For valves, the functional relationship of the 
expamaon factor on the pmmm drop ratio has been empirically detamined to be: 
where 4 is the mtio of the isentmpic exponents of the gas flowing in the 
valve and air, and ZT is the value of the prxsme drop ratio at which chohng ocans on 
air. The value of z~ is experimentally determined 
This rrelation yields a maadmum value of unity, which is the inmmpmable 
case, and a nbimum value of two-thirds at b k e d  flow. (The rninirmna value of the 
expansion f-r is determined by madmizing the mass flow rate in w o n  (2) with 
resped to the pswm drop ratio, assuming the expansion f&r is a linear function of 
x .[111> 
The functional dependen~ of the expansion f&r exactly xmidws that am- 
rnonly used for sharp edged o m ,  but differs considerably from that @ckd 
theoretically for v e n w s  md nozzles.[l9] Therefore, it is reasonable to suspect that 
the metkmrucral conf&m&on of a valve has an inAuem on this functional dependence. 
This mphes that the linear   la bond up rmght not be valid for some valve types. 
lV.2 TW 0-PHASE FLOW 
In general, them am no widely accepted methods for sizing control valves used 
in two-phase flow service. A few methods do exist which allow proper sizing under a 
bmited range of conditions[l8][11]~] Before discussing these methods it is instme 
tive to examine the d e l s  commonly used in the study of two-phase flow. 
lV.2.1 Flow Models 
Homogeneous flow theory provides the smplest method for a~ Iyzmg two- 
phase flows. In homgeneous flow theory the two-phase ncdxane is assumed to act as a 
peeuddiuid whch obeys the usual @e-phase flow equ&ons.[22] The psopefies of 
this pseudo-fluid em weghted averages of the oornponent properties. [23] 
A Mkr mmpMdion is often made by twsumhg the phases em in 
equilibrium (i.e. equal velocity, temperature, pmsme, etc). This model is known as 
the homogeneous eqyhbnum model (HEM ) . 
The HEM hzs been shown b aaxuately pd ic t  aitical mass fhnr in s t e m  
water flows in long pipes.[22] On the other hand, rapid ecceleration and pressure 
c h q e s  make the HEM immxak for desaibmg the disckge of fkshmg -water 
rm'xbures through short nozzles or onifices, because of substantial relative motion 
between the phases under conditions of rapid acceleration [57] 
M odifirsations of the equbrim n t i o n s  are often made to indude non- 
equihbrium effects. Examples of these models am; the "frozen Aow' model in which 
no phase chauge is aUowed[22], "slip flow" models in which a velocity ratio for the two 
phases is assumed[24], and models whch a s u m  some d e w  of the& non- 
equilibrium between the phases. [23] 
The two-fluid model tala3s into aaount the faet that the two phases may have 
differing properties and different velocities.[23] The model is e q m s d  in terms of 
two sets of conservation quabons governing the balance of mass, momentum, and 
enegy in each @me. These c o m a t i o n  equaLions, together with rate equabons 
which desaibe the interphase t.t.8nsfer of mass, momentum and energy, am mbed 
dmultaneody to determine the maaoscopic two-phase b e ~ o r .  [25] 
The primary &vantage of the two-fluid madel is that is on take into account 
dynamic intemctions between the phases[%] Also, pPcesses which involve counter 
aurent flow or phase stratifimtion may be modeled zxxumtely with this formula 
tion [23] 
A difbulty which occurs in e lying the two-fluid mdel to engineering prob- 
lems is the prediction of flow-regime.[26] In twc-pbme Aow many merent flow- 
paitems may exist dependq on constituent Aux ra;tes and a number of other 
parameters. A s  an -ample, the Aow-patterns oaurring in airwater flow in a vertical 
pipe may be classed as bubble, slug, ahurn, annular, or 'Wspy-annuld' Aow as shown 
in flgut~ N. 1. These flow patterns have a p a t  influence on the interphase tranrfer of 
mess, mommtum, and energy, and must be know prior to or determined as part of the 
solution of the flow field [26] 
In theory, the two-fluid model magr be used to flow-pai;tems if the 
tkme-dimemdona1 f o d a t i o n  is used with p p e r  constitutive nA.&onshipa[25] In 
prerchce, it is often not pctid b model in the detiul mquhd for flow-pattern p d e  
tion or the constitutive ~ lahons  necessary are not mailable.[26][25] In this oase the 
flow ~ g i m e  must be detamined by some means external to the model. In an attempt 
to chumvent thw p b l e m  a number of computer codes using; two-fluid models have 
used flow-mgkm maps. [26][27] 
Flow regime map b e  been presented by numemus authors. These rrmaps 
mMst of a two-dimensional plot of flow-n@mes as a fundion of two independent vari- 
aMes.[23] The lIlDst common coordmates for liquid-gas flows are the liquid flow rate 
and the gas Aow rate.[%] The use of flow-regime map has been ctiticized by'many 
authow since the areas covered by a patticular regme tend to be a function of other 
variables not included in the map. [2B][26][23] 
Although pblems do exist with the two-fluid model, it appears to b e  the 
caphilily to solve engineering pmblems.[22] Two-Auid mdeling is used extensively in 
nudear reador rmdehg computer codes. [29] 
N .2.2 Critical Flow 
Critical flow phenomena may be the con t row tactor in the ms&arge of a 
fluid fmrn a h@ pl-esnut! memoir to a receiver at a lower psisum. Critical fbw is 
d e k d  as Bow oonditions, under which the mass fhx is independent of downsbeam 
pres-.[al 
The &tical flow rate of a sngle phase gas occurs when the fluid veIodty equals 
the somc velocity at some point in the system The gas is genemlly regarded as bemg 
in thermodynanrric equilibrium due to the short moleculail. ~laxation tune as compared 
to the gas velodty.[22] 
Two-phase aitical flow becomes more compliaated The equihbnum assump 
tions valid in singlephase ges dynamics are m longer valid in many cases.[22][23][29] 
Pnmsses such as heat mass, md momentum transfer involved in the evolution of m w  
Plow patterns may have mlamlion tirnes on the oder of the fluid residence time in the 
"critical" region[22] For this reason, although caiticelity may be mabematically sndi- 
oeted to o m  at a point a much larger @on plays a role in how the "crbhoa" oondi- 
tion is appached. [22] 
The calculation of gitiml flux rates hm received c o ~ d e d e  attention in the 
nuclear mdustry.[22][27][29] M uch of this work has been done in an attempt to model 
reactor tmments dwhg a Ioss-of-coolant- emidenk (LOCA). Most of the work 
involves steamwater or sub-cooled wata: Both analybd and experimentall work have 
been done. 
E-nM investigation indicates the aitical mass flux is geometry &pen- 
dent owing to the long relaxation times involved[29] The behavior of a a gtven fluid 
in a nozzle may be viewed as a fumhon of the fluid sbgmbon conditions. Experi- 
ments involving the use of a single nozzle with various inlet stagnabon conditions indi- 
cate tM the behavior of flows with subamled, near sabaiioa and satmibd two- 
phase s tqphon wdt ions  are quite Merent [29] 
N. 2.3 Valve Sizing In Two-Phase Flow 
Although no valve sizing e o n s  exist which cover the entire range of two- 
phase fiows, some special cases h e  received attention Some of these special - 
am listed in the following sections 
The sizing of valves to handle slurries in industzial applicetions is n o d l y  
handled by using an adjusted d d t y  in the +*phase liquid sizing equation[l?] 
This technique is just an qphcation of hornogmeous ilow theory to the two-* flow. 
Investgation into the hydrodynamics of two-phase solicE-iiquid flow has been conducted 
m connection with hydro-rt of coal and other materials.[30] Results of these 
investgabons may pmve to be of use in valve siPng, albugh most have not investi- 
gated aazledmg tlows wh& may be e x p e r i e d  in valves. 
IV.2.3.2 Solid-gas 
Sizing metbods for solidgas fbws in the pn>cess induslzy seem to be limited 
to homogeneous flow theory. D*U recormmads the use of homogeneous theory 
with an expamion factor appheci to the g-us phase.[l7] The mgle-phase gas sizing 
equallorn are then used to mct flow. 
Research on the hydmdynamics of two-phase solid-gas systems has been con- 
ducted in regard to solid pmpellent parlxdes in rodcet nozzles[23] This work considers 
hgh accelemhons and mght be appli&le to valves. W ork has also been done on the 
flow of solidgas nnxhms thzpugh pipes and ventmi tubes in the field of pnuem- 
transport[311 
A sgdioant amount of work has been done on liquid-gas flows. GaeraUy 
these flows are handled differently depenchng on whether the gaseous phase is condens 
able or non-condensable. 
IV.2.3.3.1 Non-condensable gas 
Some eatiy al2.e- Elt sizing for l iqudg~s flow were made on the w o n  
that the net flow might be calculated by superpostion[21] In h method the requued 
valve wement  for the gas flow alone and for the liquid fbw alone are calculated and 
summed to yield the required valve size. The ~ d t  of hese attempts, as one rmght 
expect was to undeMze the valve conslderably.[21] This is due to the strong couplug 
of the liquid and gas phases being completely neglected 
More mntly,  the tmmd has been toward the use of a homogeneous flow 
model.[l8] The average properhes wed in these model rn derived from the mass flow 
rates of the two components, not the load void f &on [l8][21] Experimental data for 
an air-w&r mixture throttled at a vanety of void fmctions and pressure drop agrees 
well with the homogeneous model.[21] 
IV.2.3.3.2. Condensable gas 
Liquidcondensable gas q&em tend to be m o ~  difikult to deal with than 
l i q u i d - m n - c o m e  gas systems. DifXailties arise due to non-equlibrium effects 
imolved in the mass-Wer process. [18] 
The most common liquidcondensable gas system is the pmsenm of a liquid 
and its vapor. Liquid-vapor two-phase fbws encountered in valves may be clamfled by 
the fluid condition at the lnlet and outlet of the valve. The common dassifications are: 
"crmvitahug" flows, ll%shg'Aashing" flows, and flows with two-phase inlet conditions. 
lV.2.3.3.2.1 CEmiWmg flow 
A s  used in the valve indushy "cavitation" ~ f e r s  to the formation and subse- 
quent collapse of vapor bubbles in the fluid stream [l4] In general, wok done on mi- 
tation in the valve indushy -the fluid at the inlet end outlet m both all liquid, 
and the inlet is &cooled.[ 1 1] 
Cmitahon o m  when the local presfllre becomes low enough so that vapor 
bubble p w t h  is induced. These low presslll.es are usually due to local lvgh velocities 
within the valve. A s  the fluid slows, the incmes causing the bubbles to ml- 
lapse. The colhphg vapor bubbles induce strong pmmm wwes in the surrounding 
fluid which may cause severe damage to the vdve.[l4] 
No known engineering material, marlable today, is a p b l e  of withstan- the 
shesses imposed by sevexe witation ideAnitely, [l l] It is for this reason W the &il- 
ity to met when cavitation will occur is desirable. The mst c o m n l y  used meas- 
ure of a valve's propensity to cavitate, is tbe ''cavitation in&$', Kc .[14] The cavitation 
index is defined by, 
whem P, is the vap r  pmme of the fluid ak the valve inlet PI is the inlet 
pmmm, and B P ,  is the premm drop ms the valve at which a two pemnt deviation 
fmm w o n  (1) ocarrs. The value of the capitation index vatfes patly with valve 
style, ranging fmm .I5 to .80.[11] 
lV.2.3.3.2.2 lildxng flow 
The second dars of liquid-vapor Aows c o m n l y  encouuhred is 'm' 
flow. In the valve industry, 'w' refers to the formation of vapor bubbles in the 
vdve which do not collapse upon travehg down stream T b  condition occurs when 
the downstream pnxmre is below the vapor pressure of the upbeam fluid.[ll] Under 
this condition the flow does not continue to increase as the downsbeam p ~ m  is 
r e d d .  The fbw is therefore "critical" at some point in the valve. 
Sizing valves in the "critid" Row region is covered in the ISA t3tadmh.[a] 
The dzing f o d a  is based on the mntrol valve, oriAce analogy The sizing formula 
assurnes that no phase change oams prior to the vena contraaa (hzen flow). The 
pressure at the vena contracts is then calculated from an enpirid =lation for the 
minimurn vena oontn@ta pnissm using the inlet vapor pmmm and critical pressure. 
This vena mntmcb p.essl;re, P, , is then used to calrahb the flow, i. e. 
,whem Fh is m expe-nUy detedned coefficient relating the valve outlet 
pmme to the vena contmch pmmm under single- phase operating conditions. 
The acwacy of this method wsts on several factors. Prribably the most 
important factor is t b ~  thedetermination of the vena contmh prwssm?. The fomulsae 
whirh are mailable to detemine tbis pressure are only ~yx:umt.e when the pressure is far 
from the critid ppem.[ l8 ]  W hen the fluid contains many components, the 
appmpriate values for use in the formulae are a matter of conjedum. [17] 
It should be noted that ~ s E ! &  has been conducted in the area of critical flows having 
sub-cooled stagnation mnditiom Papess by W allis and others psent information wn- 
ceming the problem of mtical Aow in these situabons whch should aid in the uader- 
standug of these Aows. [32] 
IV.2.3.3.2.3 Two-phase inlet con@tions 
The third dass of liqA&vap=rr flows treated zm those wi th  two- pbasi inlet 
conditions The ease of u i t i d  ADw with two-we &mat& stagnation conditions is 
f . ~ ~ e d  byw allis[22], Isbm[29], and others. 
Two-* p r e s m  drop due to abrupt m a  changes has been inveshgated by 
W d m ,  et al [33] using Freon 113 and its vaplor, W eisman also modeled the flow 
using a onedimensional momentum balance and found that good agxeement was 
obtained by assumdng "slip fbw" upstream and downdream but "homogeneous fmzen 
flow" at thrt vena conhch  
Calculation of flow in low quality streams has presented p a t  diff1culty.[l6] 
Calculations of tbe flow of low @ty stemwater mixhues using the homogeneous 
equilibrium model have underpdicted the flowrate by as much es a f&r of ten 
Assurmng "fmzen Aow" up to the vena contracts still underpredided the fbw by a f x -  
tor of two.[l l] These pblems have also been ermmten?d in low stagnahon quality 
a i t i d  Plow calculations md have been atbibuted to non-ecpnhbrium effects. [29] 
w.3 THREE-PHASE now 
Idormation of valve sizing in three-phase flow d ~ e s  not seem to exist. The 
standad madelmg techniques used in two-phase flow such at the "homogeneous flow" 
and 'two-Auid" mdels may be easily extended to bee phase flow in theory. Rob- 
lems encounhd in applying these models will most likely be due to the lack of experi- 
mental data to test theory. Different flow mgimes nay be expected to appem in three 
phaie flow n q h h g  modified constitutive mlations. 
A d b t a t i o n  in the study of three-phase flow h y d m d ~ c s  i  the lack of 
information at the most bzsic level At m t  it is not possible, in general, to desaibe 
these Aows even in the steady-state. If the complexities of the nomsteady, m*, 
thmepbase Aows mcountemd in the coal conversion process are to be efTectively dealt 
with it is f h t  necessary to utxh&md the processes involved in these bws. A fast 
step in this dinidion would log~czdly lnvolve the investigation of a threecomponent, 
norrmtmg Auid Plow in the steady state. Results of of this type of resea& are essen- 
tial to the undemhcbg of the non-steady, ~ r e a c t i n g ,  -phase fluid flows which have 
been a generic problem in the coal canverson mdustty. 
Some work in three-phase flow has been done in relabon to liquid lift pumps 
to be used in hydro-mining.[=] Also, a bibliography of research in three-phase hydro- 
dynarmcs has been prepared in conjunction with the development of the H-coal ebu- 
lated bed nwt~r .  [35] 
lV.4 SUMMARY 
The stetcrof-the-art in control valve sizing is mptable in the mas of tur 
bulent liquid flow with no phase w e  and turbulent gas flow. 
Valve shing methods for viscous liqyids mly on factom sud~ as ''valve style 
rnodifkIs" which have only been determined for a few valve types.[20] The ability to 
wcount for extensive m-d differences using one ernpvlcal axdfkient is open to 
question 
In two-phase Plow the stakeof-the-art in the valve industry appears to be lim- 
ited to the various 'bnmgeneous flow" models. The application of two-fhid models 
-peas to have great potential for more aaxuate control valve sizing. These methods 
covered by W dh$22], Isbm[29], and others, 
Two-phase plessure dmp due to abrupt area changes has been investigated by 
W eisman, et al [33] using Freon 113 and its vapor. W eisman also modeled the flow 
using a owdimensionel mornentmn balance and found that good agreement wes 
o w e d  by asswIlling "slip tlow" upsh.eam and do- but 'bmgeneous fmzen 
Bow" ek the vena mntmcta 
Calculatton of flow in low mty streams has presented great diffdty, [l6] 
Caldatiom of the flow of low quality steamwater mixhms using the homogeneous 
equilibrium model b e  underpredicted the flowrate by as much as a factor of ten 
Assuming "fmzen flow" up to the vena contracts still underpredicted the flow by a f a e  
tor of bo.[ l l]  These pblerns have also been encountered in low stagnabon quality 
aitical Aow dculations end have been attributed to non-Wbrium effects. [a] 
1x3 THREE-PHASE n o w  
Information of valve sizing in me-phase flow does not seem to exist. The 
standard modeling techniques used in two-phase flow such at the 'homogeneous flow" 
and 'two-fluid" models may be e d y  extended to bee  phase flow in theory. Pmb- 
lems encountered in applying these mdels will mst likely be due to the lads of experi- 
mntal data to test theory. Different flow mgimes may be expected to appear in t h e -  
phase flow requiring modi6ed constiwve relations 
A real limtation in the study of thmephase fbw hydmdymmics is the lack of 
information at the most bzslc level, At pment ~t is not possible, in general, to -be 
these flows even in the steady-state. If the complexities of the norr-steady, ~ x t m g ,  
three-phase flows mcountered in the coal conversion process ate to be eiTectwely dealt 
mth it is fitst necessary to undemtmd the processes involved in these flows. A first 
&ep in this dimdion would logudy involve the investigation of a threecomponent, 
m~~ thud flow in the steady state. Results of of tbis type of reseamh are essen- 
tial to the mde&mbg of the mn-steady, reacrting, -phase W d  flows which hiwe 
been a generic pmblern m the coal converson mduustzy. 
Some wok in thmepbase flow has been done in rel&on to liquid lift pumps 
tb be used in hydm-mining,['YI] Also, a bibliography of in three-phase hydro- 
dymmcs has been p p m d  in conjmchon with the development of the H-wal ebu- 
lated bed mxbr, [35] 
IV.4 SUMMARY 
The state-of-the-art in contml valve sizing is acceptable in the areas of tm 
bulent, liqyid flow with no phase change and turbulent gas flow. 
Velve sizing methods for viscous liquids rely en factors su& as ''valve style 
modifkn!' which have only been determined for a few valve types.[20] The ability to 
account for extensive md.lanical difYemnces using one empind coeffident is open to 
question 
In two-phme flow the stateof-the-& in the valve indwby appears to be lirrr 
ited to the various 'bmogeneous flow" models. The *cation d two-fluid models 
appears to have gmtt potential for mre aaxrrate m n h l  valve sizing. These methods 
are more detailed than the ample " o m  m n h l  valve" eaalogy in c o m n  use. This 
detail is rqnmd for impved aaxuacy, but is not likely to be used by pmcess 
engjneem for mutine sizing of valves. The use of the two-fluid model is jutif3ed in 
aitiml applications such as iugh pressure slmy letdown encountered in the coal 
convdon process. 
&Hems encountered in "cmitatug" and 'm' flows am linked dosely 
with "aitical" kws harvlng sub-cooled stagnabon conditions. W ork done in the nudear 
indushy on ' 'nitid' two-phse flow should be useful in dm@ with these problems. 
DifFkdties in sizing valves for low @ty flows am due in part to the 
existenrx of non-equilibrium effects. The understandmg of these effects is ne~essary in 
this region. 
No sizing methods for three-phase flow seem to exist Knowledge of the 
hymOdynadcs of three-phase flow is very poor compared wish single- or two- phase 
flows. Limited experimental data makes it ditficut to gemate empirical wrrelations 
which rrnght be used to test theory. 
Bubble Slug or Churn Annular Wispy-annufar 
A OW plug now now flow now 
Flow patterns in vertical upward flow. [=I 
V. ACTIVE LETDOWN DEVICES 
The use of active devices for high-ptesme sluy letdown is attractive. It  has 
been estimated that the th-c mailability of the letdown stman fmm a 0000 
ton per day coal llquef &ion plant is on the order of 3600 hompower.[3] 
The Germm Berpius pass, 0pemt.d druing W Mid W ar Two, used a cornbi- 
nation of d v e  and passive letdown[6] Letdown valves wen? used for the heavy oils 
and SOWS, while a mwhh c o q  of side by side ptnns was used ta letdawn dean 
liquids dowmham of the sea,ndmy hydrogeneration reador. The energy extmkd 
from the flow was used to pump a feed-sluny into the reactor. P\rmpmg power szrvlngs 
using #IS system were reported to be about w e r e  pemnt 
In a sumey of industrial coal cornersion equipment, Williams et al  ported 
that no letdown e n e w  recovery devices were in use in any of the plot plants 
visited.[36] The reason given for this was the small plant size, makmg the eneqy 
w e r y  uneconomical. W illiams et al alalso invesiigated the availability of h-c tur- 
bines for bqh-pl'em sluny letdown and f ourxi no suitable equipment to be wmmer 
dally available. [37] 
Most hydmubc Wines used in the process industry are basically centrifugal 
pwps shghtly mrxlified to operate in reverse mtation[36] M attson and Glenn, in their 
~ndustry survey of coal slurry pumps, hiwe indicated some ~xunps which may have 
potential as letdown devices.[38] 
Analytrcal and expe-ntal work has been performed in the nudear lndushy 
which may be of use in designing slurry twines. A mport by Wilson and Chan 
desaibes the operation of a centrifugal pump under two- phase flow conditions.[39] 
D ata was taken opembng in all four q m  of the heed-flow plane. 
Impulse tmbhes, such as the Pelbn wheel, are germally used for high head 
apphmtion in hydrodectnc power generation. The impulse turbine, generally fworxd 
due to its hrgh emency k found little use in the pcess indu&y.[36] 
One of the main problems which must be overcorne in the development of 
duny turt>mes is erpsioa Erasion problems a~ expcbd to be wen gnxiter than those 
encowred in duny pumps. For this  aso on, it has been suggested that slunry tmt,ine 
development be postponed until the sluny pump erosion problem is resolve&[Q] In an 
effort tn alleviate the emslon pmblem positive displacement devices h e  been sug- 
gested which have a long stroke, reducing the number of valve cydes, t h e ~ b y  reducing 
wear. Sud~ a device is descnibed in the patent Literabm?.[40] 
Another area of resemh in which energy must be exlmctd from a two-phase 
Auid is geothermal energy. A turbine desgned to operate with a two-* inlet mndi- 
tion supplied from a geothermal sounz may also be found in the patent l i t e e . [ 4 1 ]  
VI. SCALING 
The ability to scale fluid xrmbmid qstemi is V ~ I Y  valuable in mse& and 
eagineering. Seahng panmeters have been pposed by xmrmmus mthors to ~ccownt 
for various eff e&. [31][42] 
l&ii[42] obtah niae dhensionless goups by nor~-nsio- the (XM~ 
tinuity, l l l ~ m  and enew equatrons obtained in his twc~fiuid model. This mn- 
cbinensiondization assumes only one cbmctemc length is present in thE! system 
This length may m t  be well defined in some syskmsms Ishii dassiftes these dunension- 
less grr,qis as kinemaiic, dynamic, and e n e w  tmnsfer parameters. For similarity to 
exist between two systems earh of these ~~ must be included. 
Cmwe end Lee [31] in their study of scahg h s  for gaspartide flow thmugh 
ventruis discussed other pametem whch must be considered in scaling. 
The number of parametem necessary to scale a two-phase flow appear to- nrle 
out scahing of the "general case". It is possible that in s p e d  cases the influence of , 
9ome paranetem may be small, allowing the flow ta be scaled using only a few 
v k 1 " s .  [GI 
The ability to scale valves for two-phase or three-phase flow appears to be 
exceedmgly limited at the pmsent time, since we-phase scaling is limited to h u t  a 
factor of two.[l{ 
VII. INSTRUMENTATION 
This sedion deals with the stab of at in flow mmmements aud the 
comsponding hstnments. 
The rneasumnent of flow can be quite critical in ope- p l ~ A ~  red 
tirne knowledge of Aow could, in many cimnnstances, give mffkient waming of the 
state of Aow, allowing meliorative measures to be taken The operator could also halt 
the process b a d  of a failme and henoe save on shut down time d equipment 
replacenrent expenses. 
In the event of a fail- the time hisbry iiveilable in the foxm of measme 
ments would p v i d e  a be- insight into the situation Mor b failm. Hence f e r  
repetition of w.d~ fail- can be pmvented. 
The above mentioned are however the common needs for inslmmmtation in 
complex plants. In addition to these the naturr? of the fluid handled in coal plants n e e  
si-s special inshmentation 
Fmm the engineering pint of view dmry flow requires rugged htnxmnta- 
tion that can handle the sluny over considelable periods of time without resulting in 
loss of reliability or aocurclcy Hence designs whrh b e  intrusive pbes  are rather 
l,mpm&cal. 
Fmm a theoretical point of view of the measurement technology a slurry gen- 
erally deviates considerably from possessing surh nice properties as isotmpy and homo- 
geneity. Hence the measmments which should ideally made locally in time and space 
are averaged instead, 
VII.l MEASUREMENT OF FLOW 
The nxxstmment of tlow could be made in one of the two general methods 
l4-31. 
VII.l.l The Din& Methods 
A s  the word && implies these methods involve d h c t  meamursnent of fluid 
velocity. As such they are the most atiredive method. However the implementation of 
such measurements are often laborious and/or they do not give good mcmades, Thus 
these are generally used to cdibmte the ?hd'h?ct insbumen& 
Sonre examples of direct measuring techniques am 
VII .l. 1.1 Visualization (quantitative only) 
VII. 1.1.2 Isokinetic probes 
V11.1.1.3 Sampling devices such as,'Quickdosingvalves' 
V11.1.2 The Indirect Methods 
These measure the physical properties most amenable to measurements and 
then use these ppezties to deduce the flow. If the prom 1.Ileasmed is 1  ,say, then; 
W h e n 2  
x is the state vector of other propties inAueucing 1  
j, volumetzic flux of the ih component. 
If x is a constant or the dependam of 1  on x is weak ,then, 
Hence this is an inherent problem, M e  studies will indude appmpriate 
wrrection tern wmspondmg to x. One comnmn element in x is the temp-. 
A b s t  all the mdmments used in flow rimammments use these indin& 
methods. The list of some of these common imdmments given below will indude both 
volume and mass fbws. 
This disaxdon will wncentmh on two phase Aows. However a uude exten- 
sion could be W e  to molltiphase flows in the following manner. 
Let each of the indirect measumrient measure a prticular property l (k)  which 
could be linearly tppmximated with the component quantity q, then; 
W hem 
N is the number of components in a general polyphase Aow. 
Hence by mmming N properties such that the d t i n g  N component eqyiit 
tions are linedy independent of one amther, all the q am be evaluated. 
However all 1 ( 4  ( m = 1 to N) should be measured at the same m s s  section 
et the same time without any interfereme effects. 
VII. 1.2.1 Beam ettenuation [43] 
This method worics on the degree of a&tenu&ion of x,7 rays and 8 pddes. 
These beams attenuate as they -el through th medium The degree of attenualion 
depends on the composition of the medium Hence inversely by measurirq! the 
atienuation the medium composition can be estimated. 
Fmm L ambert' s law; 
Wheri? 
I the local intensity of the beam 
x the distance Welled by the beam 
p the linear absorption coeffident 
Hence the beam is athmated as it tmels h u g h  the medium. T b  by 
rimming the beam intensities at the entrance and exit points, p can be -estimated. 
Knowing the ppperties of the a,mponents an equation can be obtained for the compo- 
isition For two phase flow this e o n  itself is m d e n t  to get the mmponent compo- 
sition 
This m e h d  would give valid results provided, 
1. The two phase flow is homogeneous 
2. Beam is well co- so that all photons move in the same dinxtion 
3. The beam is monoenergetic 
4. The component disbibution is normal to the inddent beam 
But these conditions are seldom conformed to by the fluids used in the indm 
try. However fluids commg dose to these requirements may be used at a laboratory 
level. 
VII. 1.2.2 The acoustic flowmeter [#I, [45] 
One type of acoustic flowmeter W e s  attenuation in the manaer of the wi- 
ous section The illustration below is based on a gassolid partide flow. The basic rela- 
tionshipis, at = %+%+%+ak 
W here 
q The total acoustic &nuation 
a, The absorption component due to the gas 
a, The &tering component due to the m d e s  
~x, The viscous component dlue to the wlative motion between the 
gas and the solid 
g, The the& component due to the irrevedble heat bander 
between the gas and the W d e s  
A s&ematic of this is iUust&ed in Fig.VI1.1.2.2 
However in a bubbly flow situation there is woustis genemied due to the 
pmmce of W e s  which may have to be taken into considemtion 
VII,1.2.3 The cqaitive density umsummnt [44],[45] 
This method worb uses the dependance of the capcitzm of the medium on 
its composition Hence by mearmring the mpcitmce of the ~mdiurn the compostion 
may be dedwd A sdmnatic diagram of this is shown in Fig.VII. l.2.3.a For fbws in 
the mnge dry to shaied to p t 7 @  &d the capcity measurement is mom suited for 
m r > i s t u ~  content Ineasmment as opposed to density measurement. 
The W o n a l  change in density due to a volume increase of dielectric ez is 
given by dK = dC/I Co(ez-e 
W b  
C measured capacitance 
Co v m u m  c2apdty 
K pa- 
e ,, dielectric constants of m a t e d  f,2 
However h tom a not suitable for the aambkdios of high pssure and 
hgh ~~ dunies. 
The el* amf3gu&on is shown in T"lg.VI1. 1 .2.3.b 
VII.1.24 The optical p b e  [46] 
Light beams m q  reAect or ref& at, a glas/i"luid interface dependmg on the 
index of =fraction of the fluid medium. This pl.opr& is used in the optical probe. 
The uses of the o@cal probe are almost unlimited within the fluids commonly used in 
engineering practice. This is useful when the electrical methods aannot be used due to 
the mmponents hamng similar electrical pmprties. A typical probe unit is il-d 
in Figs.VII. 1.2.4. a & b. 
For a paAcular &ice of geometry and tmqxuent mataid the hght will be 
A& or mfmchd dependmg upon how the index of mfmction, N , mnpms wi th  
the uitical number, N: Hence if N'is &that 
N,< N*< 4 then, the gas phase will =fled the light wbmas 
the liquid phase will mfmt it. 
W here N#,J rn indices of r e f d o n  of gas and liquid re.espldively. 
Theomtically the output agnd will be a non-uniform stnng of square waves. 
In pl.achce, the waveform is not square. Hence one has to set up a voltage threshold 
d @er m m t  voltages 8cco-y. 
However exheme oare must be tdan  as regards the selection of the threshold 
becase the aawnrcy of the results heavily depend upon this. W ith well chosen time 
holds and amful experimentation acc&es in the otder of 2% may be expected 
VII. 1.25 The mustic D oplder flowmeter [47] 
This Aowmeter is essentially made up of a sonic wave bmmitter which 
tmmmits sound wmes into the Aow and the receiver that picks up the scattered waves, 
F&gs.VII. 1.2.5, a & b. The picked up wave is shifted in frequency ~la t ive  to the emit- 
twl wave. The o v e d  bquency shift is given by 
w m  
c speed of sound 
F fmquency of transmitted a g d  
V Aow velocity 
AF frequencysbift 
8 angle between the flow and incident sound beam 
O2 angle between the flow and scab& sound beam 
This technique is quite ideal for sluny flow meammments Some of its 
features am: 
1. N on inizusive flow me-ment 
3. D he& f quemy output suitable for telemetry. 
4. Hlgh pmision obtainable provided response speed can be waived 
5. Simple electmnics. 
The received signal however is not a pure tone. Hence the badwidth is 
by the staiistical distribution of the period of Doppler qpd.  
This gives the internon time T, required for any desired predsion E, given 
the mean Doppler frequency F, and the relative stmdani deviation of the fmpency 
s = o . #  
A table mntahhg some physical values is given in Table 1 (Fig.VII.l.2.5.c) 
The standard deviations are shown in Figs.VII .1.2.5. d & e. 
VII.2 MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY 
In the synfuel ind-mby the meafllrement and moniton'ng of viscosiq is quite 
important. This need irkas from the fat that the viscosity chmges by orders of magni- 
M e  for snell dmges in the composition of the sluny. These large dYlnges d k d y  
affect the flows and pssure drops throughout the systcrn and may mmlt in plant 
brx?Ekbwn. 
VII.Z.l Acoustic Slurry Vimmeter [48] 
The acoustic athnuation of fluid medium is found to be a function of the fluid 
viscosity. Hence the acoustic &nw&on could also be used to deduce the viscosity. 
The general laput of this me-ment system is shown in Fig.VII.2.1 
In some theoretical work done by Stokes it has been &own th& the acoustic 
attenuation in a =d medium is given by 
W here 
w wavefmqum.cyinred,/s 
q shearvirnsity 
P density 
c velocity of soMd in the medium and is given by 
. = <? 
IV hem 
7 ratio of spciflc heats 
K the bulk mdulus of elasticity. 
However the &nuation expn?ssion is valid only for awes where the product 
of the wkation time and frequency is very much smaller than unity. TThefc is; 
o.r< < 1 
W h e n ?  
o angular f n q m c y  
7 the relaxation time 
T is given by; 
In most dmy sibxkions a comM&on of high o and high q is qyik m. 
Hence the W r y  holds well. 
However the readmgs are quite sensjtive to peP.ticulate loading aad the M- 
nwxamment is used to calculate the patide f-on and hence a wmdion 
cen be made to the viscasity. 
VII.2.2 C a p b y  Tube Viscometer [49] 
This method is one which can be used to deduce shear stzess end shear rate. 
Heme it can be used either for a Newtonian or for a mn-Newtonian fluid. 
The m f l e  of this -meter is the measurement of pmsu~?  drop cpapss a 
long smooth tube of known diameter as the fluid flows through b tube in hninar flow 
at a known rate. 
From Rabinowitsch - M ooney analysis 
W here 
D internal diameter of cap- tube. 
Ap pressure drop across the whole tube 
L Length of the capillary tube. 
And the shear rate S@ is given by; 
Wherr! 
V superficial velocity of the fluid 
7' local slope given by q = ar, 
'M 
and all other pmmeters as defined before. 
8. V In order to measure q' a fbw a w e  which is a logarithmic plot of r, Vs -D 
However the pressme memmments in such situations are qyite inacauate. 
SL, Source l e v e l  at inner  wall 
TL, Transnission loss rhzo;:gh f l u i d  
DG,. 3ecsiving transducer d i r z c t  ior.al gain 
PG, Proczssirg gain 
PSL, Processed s ignal  l s v e l  
t 
AS, Averaged zeasurenent paraaster 
( A f ,  A + ,  A t ,  c t c )  
SLD, Square l a w  detector 
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TABLE b 
Integration Time, Seconds 
E % COUNT RATE, F 
IOOOHz 200Hz IOOHz 
0. I 
10 
1000 I 
10 01 
I I 
, .I 100 
05 
5 
500 
VELOCITY , m/s 
FigwI.1.25 d Relative Standard Deviation of Doppler Frequency [47] 
OPERATING FREQUENCY Fo , MHz 
F'igVII.1.25 e Relative Standard Deviation of Doppler Frequency [47l 
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Hrgkpmmm letdown of coal/&-&ent duny nquhed in the coal mmer 
sion ~ar>cess has p v e d  to be a formidable poblem. The severity of the oonditions 
irmolved in these letdown prooess is unepualed elsewhem in the plgcess indlustry.[5] 
Ekpenence in the plot plants indicate emdon damage is a very sesiow ppb- 
l e a  Attempts to operate in thE! htghly d v e  environment hme been based on one of 
two stmtegies; pm4di.g sufIkient &rial to &ow sadfkia l  loss, or the use of h d  
mataials and- . . to prevent msion To date none of these attempts have 
been completely suaxsdul. 
An examhiion of the letdown devices used in the exwting Mot plants indi- 
caked that most valves in use ere mdified vemions of c o m a l l y  mailable equip 
mnt The most m m n  types being the mgle valve, and the oil field choke valve. 
No "active" pressu~ letdown system$ capable of recovering energy fmm the letdown 
&earn, were found to be m use. F ' w t h m ~ ,  surveys of the pmcess industry indicate 
no equipment is presently wailable which would allow such energy Rwvery. 
Upon examination of the various valves used in the pmms m d u ~ ~ & ~ ,  it was 
found that these devices could be dassed into generic p u p s  W b i n g  their prindple 
method of energy dissipatmn VaLves used in the process indwhy for high pressuze let- 
down were found to ocxlpy flve generic pups,  while the valves used in the coal 
conversion pilot plants may be dassed in only two of these p u p a ;  jet formation dev- 
ices, and b k e d  flow devices. Valves ope&ng on the prhdples of vortex formation, 
skin friction, or tomus path have not been employed in the pilot plants. Valves using 
Auidic contzol principles, such as the vortex valve, should certamly be inveshgated for 
apphcations in the coal conversion processes. 
Solutions of these problems will ~ q u b e  novel and inovative appaches to 
both the material and hydtauUc aspects of l e t d m  valve design. Greater attention 
should be paid to the utilization of both vortex control and ckokmg in pessive devices. 
Though adive devices could be developed for some pcess=s in the long run, the most 
immediate need is for careful study of the design of passive devices, However is is 
posible that some of the "-I energy could be utilized to efTect at least part of 
the phase epamhon process which usually follows the letdown process. Valves which 
not only allow pmm~ reduction but also effect sepmdion of at least one of the phases 
should be e x p l o d  
An exmbdion of the contsol valve dzing methods ~waiiable to the mcess 
indudry, indidxd the sizing techniques based on an e l e m e m  analogy between a 
control valve and an orifice. Sang techniques seem to be adequate when operation is 
in the w e  where the h d  is smgle-phase and the flow is fully turbulent Tecrkniques 
for conditions other than these generally rely on use of a "homogeneous" flow model. 
The vahdity of these 'homogeneous" models is not universal, and often tends to be 
i.mmde due to hgh relative velccities between the phass when high preswre drops 
8123 encountere& 
The w m @  of two-phase "gitical" flow hes received IittIe attention in the 
valve indudry. This concept is esential to the wdeMmding of phenomena such as 
"cavitation" and "chow' in valves st.&&mtial work in this area has been done in the 
nuclear indushy in connection with m&r blowdown during a loss-of-wolant-accident 
and could be used in the valve indu&y. 
The lack of ability to scale two- and tlmephase fluid dynamic syst~ms canmt 
be overemphasized. The detemin&ion of proper scaling methods is vital to the design 
of industAal components if 'W and emf '  methods are to be avoided The dwelop 
ment of these scaling methods is made paticulatiy difikdt, though, by the f mdamental 
lack of knowledge of the hydrodymanior of twc- and three-phase h w s .  
Dmelophnent of multi-pbase flow instmmmtation is neczssaty for both basic 
studies of fldd flow and process control. Effective system control requires the 
knowledge of component flow mtes and pmperties. Sweral methods are available to 
mesure comprnent flow rates in rnulti-phase flow although, mne seem to be suited for 
making measurements in slurries. The ruggedness xquired and other complidng fac 
tors such as low sgnal-*noise dios am limibng factors in available equipment 
Equipment necessary for on-line viswsity measu~ment in coal/&-solvent slmies is 
not presently available, hem development of new techwlogy is needed in this area 
In condusion the problems assodated with &$I-gressure s l q  letdown in the 
coal mnveaon pmcesses -for the present, remain at least p t d l y  unresolved 
The reliability of these letdown systems may be improved by msarch into harder 
miterials which mst emdon but the ultimate solution of this problem will quire a 
better undemhding of the flow pbnornena involved. The knowledge aqui.ted in a 
comprehensive irmeshgation of these flow phenomena should also provide the basis for 
predichng systcsn performance and scaling systems. 
Table VIII. 1 contains a li-(I of referenas used in the prepatation of this 
report dassified by topic References am listed in tlme groups; Pnmay References, 
References, and A dditional References. The artides listed under "Additional Refer 
e n . '  mare, in many cases, of a more fundamental natw. Although much of the inf o r  
mation in these articles is not direc?ted at the mnstrur;.tion of letdown devices, con- 
sideration of the fundamental behavior of t h e  Aows is an essential ingrehent in the 
deslgn of a suocasful letdown device. 
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Addenda 
This is an addenda to Report N.E2005 entitled "Synfuel Systems: W 
Review of Letdown Devices and other Multiphase-Flow Problems" by A. b. Charles, 
K. Chelvakumar, C.E. Brennen and A. J. Acosta, Cal ifornia Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, California, 91125. 
The essence of this report has been to highlight that there are 
problems associated with letdown devices and other mu1 ti phase flow phenomena 
in synfuel systems and that there is a lack of the fundamental knowledge 
which could be utilized to solve these problems. It seems clear that this 
difficult combination necessitates the instigation of a program of techno- 
logical development and basic research. It seems to us that the Department 
of Energy in cooperation with universities and research laboratories should 
develop a program directed toward providing basic research informati on 
which could be used in the techno1 ogical development. Some of the components 
of such a program are identified in this report. It is our judgement that 
the existing state of knowledge of two and three phase flows particularly 
in letdown devices is substantial ly inadequate for future needs. Therefore 
a program of at least $5 million per annum would be necessary to provide any 
really applicable information in the time frame required by the developers. 
